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Grieving for the loss of her boyfriend, killed tragically years before, Simone goes to their favorite
picnic spot to remember the good times. What this beautiful, curvy young woman doesnâ€™t know
is that she has captured the heart of a hunky alien warrior who seeks to have her as his soul mate.
Using his advanced technology to spirit her to his bizarre planet, Storm Kar declares his eternal love
for her. Though possessing the sculpted body of an Adonis, he has the face of a red-eyed beast,
and Simone is terrified of him. Desperate to show her that he is gentle and kind, Storm Kar asks her
to stay a month on his world so that he can prove his feelings for her. She reluctantly agrees,
knowing that she will only ever love her late boyfriend and cannot imagine ever feeling the same for
the brooding, fearsome Storm Kar. What follows is a steamy romance of thrilling science fantasy as
Storm Kar shows Simone his strange and varied world and introduces her to its equally bizarre
inhabitants. As she slowly falls in love with his world and develops feelings for Storm Kar himself,
she has to struggle with the memories of the past and come to a final decision about making a new
future for herself. As passions grow stronger and desire becomes all consuming, she must make
the final sacrifice if she is ever to have a second chance at true happiness. Adults Only!
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I have read another book by this author "Rayer" and in my opinion that one is much better. This
book suffers from too much going on. Alien, space travel, another planet, buckskin wearing tribes,
bird people.... The storyline was good, but there were too many weird elements to get into the story.
Just when you accepted one thing, the author threw in something else seemingly at random which
disrupted the flow of the story. The ending which could have been a message about not judging by
appearances and accepting yourself as you are, instead made the heroine seem shallow, and
frankly stupid. Don't judge the author by this book.

Scifi alien abduction romance about Simone, who is is stolen from planet earth and transferred to a
far away planet by Storm Kar who is in a strange way in love with her. A spicy love story develops
between the two unequal persons. Storm Kar put a lot of effort into showing his bizarre planet and
its weird inhabitants. Simone is lost in her feelings, grieving for her dead boyfriend, while
schmoozed by Storm Kar, who is a diamond geezer and a barbarous and brutal man at the same
time. Then everything takes another unexpected turn..."Her Alien Beast" is scifi alien abduction
romance at it's best. Easy to read, very entertaining and well written. So if you're into this genre, this
book is highly recommended.

A fascinating story of love and GRACE in a distant land on another world. A beautiful world of
unbelievably intriguing creatures who will spark your imagination and leave you wanting more. A
updated version of the age old fairytale of Beauty and the Beast, only in a ALIEN setting. I enjoyed
this book very much and recommend it for a great read.

A grief of her boyfriend dean leading her to a private place they once shared when he was
alive,dean was killed in a car wreck he was her soul mate or so she thought anyway.Simone would
always go to a place of importance to her every year rekindling the thoughts of her and her now
deceased boyfriend having a picnic alone cause that's what they use to do,until one day she fell
asleep there and thought she was dreaming of being kidnapped which wasn't really a dream at all!
The alien beast named storm kar was there to take her to his planet i have received this book for my
honest opinion,to find out if they were really destined to be soulmates he knew he was but of course
simone wasn't to sure herself.there's some twist and turns a little mystery to this book you should

absolutely read it to find out what happens next very intriguing! Great book easy to read and follow
for sure another cant put down till i'm done reading book,

I really enjoyed reading this book loved the characters and even though it took julia a while to get
over her other love at least she was able to find it with storm Kar and accept him the way he was
she also helped him to become himself again even if it meant that she could die.

The author knows how to keep you on your toes. The storyline is exciting and once you start
reading you don't want to put it down because you want to know what happens next. The characters
are complex and well developed. A must buy book and keep them coming.

This was a very good story with a twist. Enjoyed the characters and the storyline. A few grammatical
errors, but not enough to take away from the overall story.
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